CASE STUDY

Visible Systems Drives Expansion
of Custom er Base with Starburst

Overview
Visible Systems Corporation (Visible) enables new business designs from a
perspective that looks beyond/outside the enterprise thereby facilitating business
strategies that reflect this perspective. Through the integration of data modeling and
data discovery, Visible helps companies to conceptualize, compose and analyze the
data that is necessary to execute their business strategy. Recognizing the challenges
many businesses face in unlocking the value in distributed data, the company recently
launched a Software-as-a-Service solution to assist its customers. For this purpose,
Visible chose Starburst as the primary high-performance distributed query engine.
Today, Visible’s integration with Starburst enables companies to develop and execute
data-driven business strategies.

Background
Visible has provided change management solutions to some of the largest enterprises
in the world, including Lockheed Martin, Boeing, NASA, Raytheon, and many more.
The company’s clients and prospects face many of the same challenges. Their data is
often distributed across multiple platforms, from traditional data warehouses to cloud
data lakes.
Extracting insight from this distributed data can be time-consuming, expensive, and
immensely challenging. Yet this is the whole focus of Visible’s business. Its solutions
help its clients spend less time requesting and waiting for data, and more time
understanding, analyzing, and gaining actionable insights from data.

Starburst Galaxy & Visible Systems
Visible’s CEO Michael Cesino and his team are well aware of the development and
growth of Starburst. The two companies shared a Workbar collaborative office
space in the early days in Boston. With the recent integration of Starburst Galaxy
and Visible’s own SaaS solution, Cesino recognized an opportunity. “Companies
that leverage a data-first architecture could unlock insights from data to drive their
business strategy to execution,” explains Cesino.

“

Companies that leverage a
data-first architecture could
unlock insights from data to
drive their business strategy
to execution.
Michael Cesino
CEO, Visible
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The analytics engine powering this new SaaS platform is
Starburst Galaxy, the cloud-native service that allows users to
take advantage of Starburst Enterprise, the enterprise-grade
distribution of the open-source Trino query engine, in just a
few clicks. Galaxy dramatically simplifies and optimizes Trino
deployment while delivering lightning-fast performance on data at
a massive scale, and Visible is turning the service into a powerful
driver of new business opportunities.

Business Benefits
The partnership is in its early stages but Cesino envisions multiple
shortand long-term advantages.

1. Supporting a New Platform
First and foremost, Starburst Galaxy allows Visible to
accelerate the deployment of its new SaaS platform by

Starburst Advantages
High-Performance Connectors
Visible’s customer data resides in a wide range of
platforms, including various AWS, Google, and Azure
data lakes, databases such as MongoDB, Cassandra,
SQL Server, MySQL, standard relational databases, and
other systems. Starburst develops and maintains highperformance connectors that enable fast queries on data
residing in these platforms and many others.

Analytics Anywhere
Thanks to those connectors, Starburst allows companies
to analyze purposeful data where it’s stored today, without
needing to move it.

providing an analytics engine capable of querying all data,

Visible is passing this functionality on to its customers

no matter where it lives.

through its new Starburst-Galaxy-powered SaaS platform.

2. Reaching More Customers
Visible’s solution is industry agnostic and is well suited
to support any organization struggling to align data with
its business strategy. Starburst Galaxy is critical in that
regard, according to Cesino:

“The ability to aggregate purposeful data across disparate
and distributed data sources is very important to our
customers,” Cesino says.

Faster, Better Decisions
On the whole, Visible works to help companies spend
less time requesting and waiting for data, and more time

“Through the ease of management of the portal
itself that Galaxy in particular brings, we are
able to reach out and service a wide range of
companies across different industries.”
3. Helping More People
The Starburst-backed SaaS platform has already had
an impact on both enterprises and real people. One of
the company’s customers, clinicians, are now able to
query patient symptoms across distributed data sources
resulting in more accurate and timely diagnosis. “Through
Starburst, our solution is able to connect to the right data
at the right time, giving clinicians the information they
need to make the right decisions in real-time,” says Cesino.

gaining actionable insights. Starburst Galaxy supports
this mission by accelerating time-to-insight with its highperformance query engine.

Easy Administration
Starburst Galaxy was developed in part to make it easier
and faster for companies to leverage the power of Trino
— and Cesino cites ease-of-use as one of the primary
advantages. “Galaxy removes a lot of the heavy lifting and
need for technical expertise,” he notes.

“The interface is nice and clean and it’s
easy to follow. We’ve found it to be very
user-friendly.”
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BI Integration

Delivering on the Data Mesh Promise

Visible’s SaaS platform is designed to help customers

As more companies consider or move to a Data

drill down into their data to gain insights, then customize

Mesh infrastructure, Visible sees Starburst as a key

these insights through visualization tools like Tableau and

foundational and structural piece. “It’s important to have

Superset. Cesino points to Starburst’s integration with

that infrastructure in place,” he explains, “and being able

these BI tools as a major benefit.

to create, manage, and extract value from the Data Mesh is

Superior Enterprise Support

where Starburst delivers.”

One of the first things Cesino notes when asked about the
advantages of working with Starburst is the team. “The
people I’ve worked with at Starburst have been very, very
helpful, extremely friendly, and extremely skilled,” he says.
“I credit the company for finding such a good group
of people.”

Outlook
Visible has a long track record working with some of the top brands in the world and the company sees its Starburst partnership as one
that could expand and evolve over time. “I believe we’re only scratching the surface,” concludes Cesino. “There are so many other very
interesting and intriguing applications, and I’m really looking forward to the future.”
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